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The name Mechanical Turk comes from ‘The 

Turk’ a chess-playing automaton of the 18th 

century

It toured Europe for 70 years, beating the likes 

of Napoleon Bonaparte and Benjamin Franklin. 

It was later revealed that this ‘machine’ was not 

an automaton at all but was in fact a chess 

master hidden in a special compartment 

controlling its operations. 

“Likewise, the Mechanical Turk web service 

allows humans to help the machines of today 

perform tasks they aren’t suited for.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Turk
e.g., Hugo





Basics of Turk

• Requesters vs. workers 

• HIT: A task. Any number of workers can do it (you pick).

• Assignment: A single worker doing a single HIT.

• What you learn about workers: Only a worker ID. No 
demographics or other information.

• You can limit demographics using qualifications. 











Any webpage we want can go here





Basics of the web

HTTP requests are just text Many HTTP responses are just text

This is the important part (the document itself)



What text

does the server

send back?

HTML

in <style> 

or style=“”:

CSS

in <script>:

JavaScript



Example webpages designed to be run as HITs

Collect RTs from free responses (to words):

http://timbrady.org/turk/monthnumber/

Ravens matrices (with timer):

http://timbrady.org/turk/ensembleravens/

Multiple object tracking:

http://timbrady.org/turk/mot/MOT.html

Full video games:

http://timbrady.org/turk/wmgames/gaborTask/

Very briefly flashed images:

http://timbrady.org/turk/ensemblescenes/new_e5/demo.html

Continuous report with colors and faces:

http://timbrady.org/turk/ensembleindivdiff/e9/

Videos and audio (courtesy Prof. Adena Schachner, http://adenaschachner.com)

http://timbrady.org/turk/adena/IfDanceThenWhatGoal_new.html

http://timbrady.org/turk/adena/OrderlySoundControl_TurkCode.html

http://timbrady.org/turk/monthnumber/
http://timbrady.org/turk/ensembleravens/
http://timbrady.org/turk/mot/MOT.html
http://timbrady.org/turk/wmgames/gaborTask/
http://timbrady.org/turk/ensemblescenes/new_e5/demo.html
http://timbrady.org/turk/ensembleindivdiff/e9/
http://adenaschachner.com/
http://timbrady.org/turk/adena/IfDanceThenWhatGoal_new.html
http://timbrady.org/turk/adena/OrderlySoundControl_TurkCode.html


Who are the Turk workers?



Who are the Turk workers?

The MTurk workforce is 

composed of more than 

500,000 individuals from 190 

countries. 



US-only demographics

Workers tend to be younger (most <30 years old), overeducated, 

underemployed, less religious, and more liberal than the general population 



US-only demographics



US-only demographics

60% make less 

than $5/week from 

Turk and spend 

less than 15 hours 

a week working on 

it.



Payment on Turk

Most HITs offer very small payments 

and last less than 3 minutes.

25 percent of the HITs created on Mechanical Turk have a price 
tag of just US$0.01, 70 percent have a reward of $0.05 or less, 
and 90 percent pay less than $0.10.

In general, HITs tend to seen by the worker community as  high 
reward if they pay >$0.10 cents/minute ($6/hr), assuming they 
are short (<10 min).

Longer hits need to pay more (in total and as a rate)



Payment on Turk

Must put money in Turk account in advance, before posting any HITs. 
Means you need to figure out how reimbursements will work.

System at Harvard/UCSD: 

-Figure out how many participants you’ll run and how much this costs 
after Turk fees

-Charge the lab credit card for this amount

-Use all the money on participants/fees within a few days

-Submit proof from Turk to account for charge when next bill is due



How good are Turk workers?

(1) A bat and a ball cost $1.10 in total. The bat 
costs $1.00 more than the ball.

How much does the ball cost? _____ cents

(2) If it takes 5 machines 5 minutes to make 5 
widgets, how long would it take 100 machines 
to make 100 widgets? _____ minutes

(3) In a lake, there is a patch of lily pads. Every 
day, the patch doubles in size. If it takes 48 
days for the patch to cover the entire lake, how 
long would it take for the patch to cover half of 
the lake? _____ days

Goodman et al. 2012



How good are Turk workers?

With 6 colors to remember (this is very hard!):

K = 2.46 – Zhang & Luck, 2008, Nature

K = 2.52  - Brady & Alvarez, 2015, JoV (done on Turk)



How good are Turk workers?

• Many studies show the Turk sample is in many ways better 
than a similar lab based sample (e.g., Brady & Alvarez, 
2011)

• Why?

• Speculations: shorter experiments, fear of rejection is 
high, HITs varied and fun, can quit easily at any time (Note 
selection bias – be wary of doing hard vs. easy tasks across 
subject!)



How good are Turk workers?

• It totally depends on your task



How good are Turk workers?

• It totally depends on your task



Getting good data

• The best studies make all manipulations within-subject or 
similar difficulty/annoyance to avoid strong selection biases

• Make it the same amount of time to actually answer the 
questions vs. skip or don’t take seriously

• Limit to participants who have few rejections

• Don’t run tasks at 11pm on Saturday night

• Make your task “fun” and short! (less than 15 min)



Getting good data – catch trials!

• Do you have a fraternal twin? YES NO

4% Yes.       *Pretty close to truth*

• Do you have an identical twin? YES NO

8% Yes.         *Pretty far from truth, but funnier to lie about?*

• Is 8+4 less than 3? YES NO

11% Yes.        *Profound innumeracy, confusion, or just messing with me?*

• Were you born on the planet Neptune? YES NO

17% Yes.         *Perhaps using it metaphorically, as in 

“My friends say I’m a weird guy”?*



RTs

“The response times measured by JavaScript were 
approximately 25 ms longer than those measured by PTB 
[PsychToolBox]. However, we found no reliable difference in 
the variability of the distributions related to the software, and 
both software packages were equally sensitive to changes in 
the response times as a result of the experimental 
manipulations. We concluded that JavaScript is a suitable tool 
for measuring response times in behavioral research.”

de Leeuw, J. R., & Motz, B. A. (2016). Psychophysics in a 

Web browser? Comparing response times collected with 

JavaScript and Psychophysics Toolbox in a visual search 

task. Behavior Research Methods, 48(1), 1-12.



Basics of Turk

• Requesters vs. workers 

• HIT: A task. Any number of workers can do it (you pick).

• Assignment: A single worker doing a single HIT.

• HIT group: By default, the way to change anything about a 
HIT (e.g., change the image that is shown) is to have Turk 
automatically create a HIT group, with one HIT for each 
image or each word (or whatever)

• The same worker can do any number from 1 to all of those 
HITs. 



Things that are harder than you’d expect

• Counterbalancing across-participant experiments as opposed 
to randomizing. HIT vs HIT group problem.

• Disallowing users who have previously participated in a 
related study of yours
– Easiest way is to assign all users who complete a study a qualification 

and then disallow any users with that qualification from participating 
in the new study. Requires serial running of different experiments.
Alternatively, use TurkPrime / psiTurk / etc.

• Running participants in multiple sessions.



More about Turk for psychology

• https://experimentalturk.wordpress.com/ - Blog on Turk 
research

• http://bradylab.ucsd.edu/ttt/ - my Turk tutorials

• https://psyc241.ucsd.edu/Stewart2017.pdf - TiCs 2017: 
Crowdsourcing Samples in Cognitive Science, Stewart et al. 

https://experimentalturk.wordpress.com/
http://timbrady.org/ttt/
https://psyc241.ucsd.edu/Stewart2017.pdf


Libraries and toolkits

• From most complicated to least complicated:

• PsiTurk – runs a custom server on your computer (like we 
saw earlier)

– has infrastructure for blocking repeat participants, etc.

• JsPsych – for making experiments more easily (with code)

• PsyToolkit - up next!

• Testable.org, Qualtrics, SurveyMonkey

• TurkPrime



HTML / CSS /Javascript cheatsheets

• http://www.codecademy.com/tracks/web

• https://www.codecademy.com/tracks/htmlcss

• https://www.codecademy.com/en/tracks/jquery

Also useful:

• Udacity class on web development

• … any introduction to Javascript or jQuery

https://bradylab.ucsd.edu/ttt

https://psyc241.ucsd.edu/

http://www.codecademy.com/tracks/web
https://www.codecademy.com/tracks/htmlcss
https://www.codecademy.com/en/tracks/jquery

